
Uncover the Impostor
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SPaG Challenge

Find the impostor among us: which set of words is the odd one out and why? 
Place an ‘x’ next to the impostor.

Crewmate Colour Crewmate’s Report

       appoint
       agree

       belief
       obey

      taste
      allow

      continue
      connect

       card
       like

       band
       miss

       embark
       able

       behave
       count

        cover
        grace

        honour
        lodge

Vote

11

Who is the impostor and why?Who is the impostor and why?
I I 

VotedVoted

  

 

Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence with a fronted adverbial.Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence with a fronted adverbial.
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Uncover the ImpostorSPaG Challenge

Find the impostor among us: which set of words is the odd one out and why? 
Place an ‘x’ next to the impostor.

Crewmate Colour Crewmate’s Report

grape
ukulele

frog
camera

onion
umbrella

aardvark
inch

unicorn
straw

bottle
window

classroom
pole

uniform
rug

unit
tree

trampoline
signal

Vote

22

Who is the impostor and why?Who is the impostor and why?
I I 

VotedVoted

  

 

Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence with a co-ordinating conjunction.Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence with a co-ordinating conjunction.
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Uncover the ImpostorSPaG Challenge

Find the impostor among us: which set of words is the odd one out and why? 
Place an ‘x’ next to the impostor.

Crewmate Colour Crewmate’s Report

bitterly
effortlessly

silly
soon

daintily
softly

again
playfully

too
clearly

fearfully
admittedly

originally
sweetly

tomorrow
simply

once
peacefully

cleanly
greedily

Vote

33

Who is the impostor and why?Who is the impostor and why?
I I 

VotedVoted

  

 

Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence with a subordinating conjunction.Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence with a subordinating conjunction.
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Uncover the ImpostorSPaG Challenge

Find the impostor among us: which set of words is the odd one out and why? 
Place an ‘x’ next to the impostor.

Crewmate Colour Crewmate’s Report

resign
signpost

signal
design

construction
destruct

structure
instructor

realise
realistic

unreal
relative

reporting
transportation

airport
portable

impressive
pressure

express
compress

Vote

44

Who is the impostor and why?Who is the impostor and why?
I I 

VotedVoted

  

 

Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence with a prepositional phrase.Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence with a prepositional phrase.
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Uncover the ImpostorSPaG Challenge

Find the impostor among us: which sentence is the odd one out and why? 
Place an ‘x’ next to the impostor.

Crewmate Colour Crewmate’s Report

I have waited by the window in the 
front room all afternoon for a parcel 
to arrive.

I wonder whether Saira has noticed 
that her backpack is missing from 
the cloakroom.

Our teachers have collected in our 
science projects and they have promised 
to reveal the winning entry on Friday.

Oliwier has forgotten to take 
his lunchbox home despite being 
reminded numerous times.

All of the children had realised 
that the missing library book had 
mysteriously reappeared on the shelf.

Vote

55

Who is the impostor and why?Who is the impostor and why?
I I 

VotedVoted

  

 

Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence containing correctly punctuated direct speech.Use the word ‘impostor’ in a sentence containing correctly punctuated direct speech.
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Uncover the Impostor Answers
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SPaG Challenge 1
The green crewmate is the impostor.  

Green is the impostor because all of the other words use the prefix ‘dis-’ but ‘behave’ needs 
the prefix ‘mis-’.

SPaG Challenge 2
The blue crewmate is the impostor.  

Blue is the impostor because all of the other words require the determiner ‘a’ but ‘onion’, 
‘umbrella’, ‘aardvark’ and ‘inch’ all require the determiner ‘an’.

SPaG Challenge 3
The red crewmate is the impostor.  
Red is the impostor because all of the other words are adverbs but ‘silly’ is an adjective.

SPaG Challenge 4

The yellow crewmate is the impostor.

Yellow is the impostor because all of the other groups of words belong to a single word 
family but ‘relative’ does not belong to the ‘real’ word family, unlike ‘realise’, ‘realistic’ 
and ‘unreal’.

SPaG Challenge 4

The orange crewmate is the impostor. 

Orange is the impostor because all of the other sentences are written in the present 
perfect tense whereas the orange crewmate’s sentence is written in the past perfect tense.
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